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According to the perspective of multimode multimedia data, the protection technology of network information security is mainly
discussed. Te theoretical basic research is outlined, its meaning, level, reasons, and consequences are expounded, and the future
research content and development trend are discussed. With the rapid development of online services and mobile technology, the
world has entered the era of multimedia big data. Tere have been a large number of scientifc studies in the multimedia industry,
which explain the various felds of big data, including the capture, storage, reference, excavation, and search of multimedia big
data. Te article expounds the specifc concept of power monitoring system network information security, establishes the safety
regulations of electric power monitoring system, formulates the corresponding ideas for the safety guarantee level of electric
power monitoring system, and promotes the long-term development of China’s electric power enterprises. Te safe operation of
the powermonitoring system is directly related to the stable operation of all power supply systems and even the social economy. At
this stage, the situation of network security management in China’s power monitoring system is still not optimistic. We take the
multimode multimedia data, organize the research dynamics of the network security protection technology, and discuss the future
research trend.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the development of power engineering
technology, the establishment of smart grid continues to be
promoted, and electronic computers and related Internet
technology are gradually popularized in the application feld
of power substation. However, the information security
problem in productization is becoming increasingly
prominent. In order to facilitate ensuring the information
security of smart substation, through detailed analysis from
the safety of smart substation itself, operation and main-
tenance security, active defense system, and information
security assessment, a series of technical improvement of
information security of smart substation is given. Compared
with the tradition, the multimodal multimedia has the

characteristics of a rapid sense of smell, which can refect the
information sensitivity in a certain range and spread the
information quickly. In the organizational behavior exper-
iment, the comments on the efect of multimode multimedia
communication are mostly based on multimedia richness.
Substation is the main support point of smart grid, and it is
the operation data collection source and command execu-
tion unit of power grid. It is closely combined with other
stages and is an important means to unify the security, high
quality, and economic situation of smart grid, and it is an
important refection of promoting the characteristics of
smart grid automation technology. Substation intelligent
auxiliary video monitoring system can provide safety pro-
tection, environmental protection monitoring, auxiliary
control, and other services, make the substation operation
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more reliable, and become a part of the main support point
of smart substation. How to give full play to the compre-
hensive development potential of the current supporting
facilities, maximize the logistics efciency, and improve the
system security has become an urgent problem in substation
management. Te rapid development of computer com-
munication technology and automation control has laid the
foundation for the development trend of automation in
China. Te most obvious thing is the upgrade of power
supply system design technology, and the smart grid was
born accordingly. Te establishment of the smart grid in-
volves all aspects of the power grid structure, in which the
substation, as one of the most important structures of the
power grid, plays an irreplaceable role in the transmission
and distribution, distribution equipment, and other links of
the power supply system. To some extent, the establishment
of smart grid can be understood as the establishment of
smart substation.

2. Definition of Multimode

Modality refers to the special way or origin in which people
andmachines and equipment receive information, including
touch, taste buds, and visual olfactory nerve. Compared with
traditional shopping things, online products do not have the
characteristics of immediate dissemination to others, and
the display of online products can change customers’ re-
fection to a certain extent. In the behavior experiment of
marketing organization behavior, the comments on the
efect of multimode multimedia communication are mostly
based on multimedia richness as the carrier. Te efect of
information dissemination varies according to the way, with
the application of sound frequency, short video, text, and
other news media [1] in the sensor, radar detection, accel-
eration sensor, infrared sensor, and other facilities. Because
multimedia data include usually the media of all kinds of
information, multimodal learning has become an important
way to analyze and understand the specifc content of the
multimedia system. Figure 1 shows the confguration
method, device, system, and intelligent terminal and process
of a monitoring apparatus.

2.1. Important Research Orientation of Information Learning
of Multimode Optical Fiber Multimedia System.
Multimodal learning is divided into the following fve re-
search directions.

Multimodal representation learning: it mainly studies
how to convert the Semantic information contained in
multiple modal data into real value vectors. Modal mapping
mainly studies how to map the information mapping in
a specifc modal data to another modal. Alignment mainly
studies how to identify the corresponding relationships
between components and elements of diferent modalities.
Multimodal fusion mainly studies how to integrate models
and features between diferent modalities.

Collaborative learning: it mainly studies how to transfer
the knowledge learned from the information rich mode to
the information defcient mode, so that the learning of each

mode can assist each other. Typical methods include mul-
timodal zero sample learning and domain adaptation. In
collaborative learning key studies, they generally retrieve and
read a wide variety of data on online knowledge learning.
You must reduce the variability and abstraction through
multimodal multimedia information resource management.
Te most typical ways are multimodal zero-like version
learning, domain adaptation, and others [2]. Figure 2 shows
China’s electricity consumption forecast trend chart for the
period 2016–2022.

2.2. Multimodal Multimedia Information Representation and
Learning. Te purpose of representation learning is to ab-
stract the meaning information often involved in the re-
search topics (data storage structure, image, short video,
video, voice, text, etc.) and convert it into real-number-space
vectors. Only the multimedia system to promote and process
the information is applicable to the audience community.
Multimedia system information can solve the fuzzy test and
reach an agreement quickly through the cognition of in-
formation representation and learning in multimodal
multimedia. When several multiforms coexist, the charac-
teristics of the subject to be studied must be acquired at the
same time from the various isoform information sources. In
unimodal representation learning, polymodal
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Figure 1: Confguration method, device, system, and intelligent
terminal and process of a monitoring device.
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representation learning should consider the consistency and
diversity of polymodal information. Te biggest problem to
express this is the loss of information [3]. Te purpose of
expression is to better serve the middle and downstream
daily tasks, but it is difcult to fully store all the information
after expression, which is generally closely related to the
middle and downstream daily tasks. Below, for a description
of the expression, we obtain the expression. Tis expression
is likely to be very good, but it is very difcult to express
every level or several dimensions. As shown in Figure 3, the
substationmonitors the proportion of themain voltage level.

It shows that it should have smooth, time consistency,
sparsity, and of course clustering characteristics. It shows
that the similarity in the space should refect the similarity of
the corresponding theory. Even in the lack of some pattern
data information, it is very easy to get such multiple patterns
to indicate the information needed [4]. After giving the
information of other observation modes, the missing mode
data information must be adjusted. Figure 4 shows a tech-
nical scheme for a power grid monitoring terminal system
for situational awareness.

Multimodal expression mainly includes two research
contents: express together and coexpress together.

(1) Synergy Representation. Tis means projecting sev-
eral multiforms of information together into a uni-
fed multimodal linear space.

(2) Collaborative Representation. Collaboration shows
the responsibility of projecting multimode fbers into
your representation space, but the projected spatial
vector reaches a certain correlation bundle, such as
linear relationships.

Application. Apply the deep Boltzmann equipment to
conduct multimodal learning training.

It is explicitly proposed to extend the deep Boltzmann
(DBM) construction to the multimodal industry and to train
the multimodal joint probability distribution according to
the multimodal DBM learning. Learn the joint probability
distribution p from the two DBMs of image and text. In use,
images can be keyed in with standard probability p-form text
features to obtain text narratives corresponding to the

images; You can also type text and form image features based
on the probability of applicability [5]. Based on the two
major image cases that are close to the eigenvalue of the
matrix, the image matching the text description can be
obtained. Figure 5 shows a network information security
instance.

Main Use. Use multimode fber nervous system language
model to unify visual efect meaning.

Te eigenvalues of thematrix learned by small groups are
used to achieve the characteristics of addition and sub-
traction operation, and the image with “specifc trans-
formation semantics” can also be retrieved in the given
image. Compared with other ways of multimedia systems,
multimedia data are easier to conduct group cooperation to
achieve the target user requirements. For other targets such
as retrieval, the searchers are used to reduce the attention
due to the establishment of the target, so as to achieve the
“specifc transformation of semantics,” so that the target
users can meet the requirements and lack of attention to the
indoor space.

3. Security Prevention and Analysis of Electric
Power Monitoring System under
Multimedia Data

Te security prevention of the power monitoring system is
mainly aimed at the application system and the production
control system according to the Internet. Te security goal is
to ensure the security of the power monitoring system and
the production dispatching mobile data network from the
destruction and attack of network hackers, viruses, mali-
cious programs, and other attacks. Tis study shows that the
security of multimode multimedia information of the power
monitoring system can improve the security, and the care of
the overall security goal can improve the security goal and
generate a higher total fow to the power monitoring system
platform. Secondly, according to the overall goal of the
national security index of the monitoring system, the ex-
pression of the multimedia system information is more
meaningful. To avoid the collapse or paralysis of the power
monitoring system, thereby avoiding safety accidents and
large-scale power outages, safety is based on the standards of
“security system zoning, internet dedicated, horizontal
protection, and vertical verifcation”. Te core concept of
security is the “maintenance, detection, solution, repair, and
review” closed-loop control system [6]. Power monitoring
system security protection equipment is used to complete
the power monitoring system network and information
security protection of functional equipment or machine
equipment [7]. For example, power system dedicated net-
work isolator can be power dedicated cross unilateral se-
curity isolation machine equipment, power dedicated
longitudinal data encryption verifcation machine equip-
ment, power dedicated dial server, software and hardware
network frewall, IDS/IPS, malicious program defense sys-
tem, security system partition boundary, set access control
strategy power production scheduling personal digital
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Figure 2: China’s electricity consumption forecast trend chart for
the period 2016–2022.
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certifcate system software, network security audit, network
management, comprehensive alarm equipment, distribution
network master control chip security protection equipment,

distribution network terminal equipment security pro-
tection equipment, etc. Figure 6 shows the Dong Jin LOT
intelligent terminal security solution.
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110 KV substation
monitoring210

other69

Figure 3: Te substation monitors the proportion of the main voltage level.
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Figure 4: A technical solution for a power grid monitoring terminal system used for situational awareness.
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3.1. Security System Partition of Power Monitoring System
under Multimode Optical Fiber Multimedia Data. Te view
of this scientifc research can provide practical guidance for
the power monitoring system security platform company
under multimode optical fber multimedia data. At present,
more and more distribution stations pay attention to in-
formation management and power monitoring. Te power
monitoring system is divided into manufacturing control
area and management information area. Te main pro-
duction area can be divided into the control area (bufer
area) and the non-control area (bufer area); in the in-
formation management area, the vertical interconnection of
the safety production control area of the production control
area must be connected with the same safety area to prevent
the vertical cross-connection between the safety areas [8].
For small- and medium-sized distribution stations and
power stations, the bufer assembly can be simplifed
according to the actual situation. After the simplifcation, the
bufer zone should be protected according to the high or low
standard against the vertical cross-connection of diferent
bufers. Figure 7 shows a technical scheme for substation
network monitoring system.

In the case of reducing the application of wireless
communication network, many mobile data networks (non-
power dispatching mobile data networks), or the virtual
private networks of the external cloud computing platform,
Internet, and terminal equipment for vertical connection,
the secure connection area is applied.

Te necessary security guarantee measures should be
adopted in the regional security boundary of each region,
and the universal Internet service that transcends the
boundary of enterprise production and management area
and management information area is strictly prohibited [9].
Figure 8 shows the production method of smart substation
interval protection control.

3.2.TePowerMonitoring System IsDedicated to the Internet.
Te production control area of the power monitoring system
shall adopt a separate computer equipment networking
scheme through the special wireless channel and adopt
diferent wireless channels, diferent light wavelengths, and
diferent cores according to the SDH to complete the se-
curity isolation of other network communication from the
external public network.

Compared with photos, text, and other multimedia
information carriers, multimedia information can bring
higher rate and user trust, but electric power monitoring
system in practice, also considering the user’s overall goal as
its value, according to the user’s overall goal, selectively gives
the user the corresponding multimode multimedia Internet
information into the manufacture and use of the monitoring
system. Network communication in the manufacturing area
can be further divided into logically isolated immediate
subnet masks and non-immediate subnet masks [10]. Te
seven-layer agreement to manipulate the data communi-
cation of the manufacturing area should take corresponding
safety precautions. Tis layer is isolated from other net-
works, the link layer is divided into VLAN, the transmission

layer creates secure routing and virtual private network, the
network layer creates data encryption tunnel construction,
and the session layer adopts security authentication to in-
dicate that the layer includes data information. Figure 9
shows the technical scheme of smart substation.

3.3. Security Isolation and Capability Isolation in Multimode
Optical Fiber Multimedia Data. Between the enterprise
production management area and the information man-
agement area, the enterprise should set the special level of
unilateral safety isolation equipment through the relevant
national safety inspection and certifcation. Te isolation
compressive strength can only be achieved through one-way
data transmission [11]. Te security area in the control area
must use the network frewall and the same facilities with key
management function system for logical isolation. Figure 10
shows the network security issues.

Te data transmission from the production area to the
information management area adopts the forward security
isolation equipment, that from the supervision area that can
only be unilateral data transmission to the enterprise pro-
duction management area adopts the reverse direction in-
surance device, and only the unilateral data transmission can
be used.

Line loss power △P(kW):

∆P � 3(KIP)2(Re + ReT + ReI) × 10 − 3. (1)

If the accuracy requirement is not high, the temperature
additional resistance ReT and the load current additional
resistance ReI can be ignored.

3.4. Vertical Certifcation. Te vertical connection between
the production control area and the LAN should set up
special power engineering vertical data encryption au-
thentication equipment or data encryption authentication
gateway IP and related equipment according to the relevant
national security inspection and authentication. As shown in
Figure 11, a box-type substation monitoring system is made.

Vertical data encryption authentication machine and
equipment use the national landing password management
unit with excellent performance of the power engineering
special hardware confguration landing password module,
using the power engineering special encryption algorithm,
suitable for authentication, data encryption, electronic sig-
nature, and key generation and maintenance. In this paper,
the multimode multimedia information richness foundation
is closely combined with the research of numerical data
encryption and authentication machine target science, and it
is used in the relevant experiments of machine key platform
to strengthen the cognition of multimedia information
richness foundation. Te key and encryption technology of
the vertical data encryption authentication machine only
exist in the secure storage area of the system password
control components, which is completely isolated from the
APP software system, and it cannot browse through all il-
legal behaviors [12]. Te unique switch power supply
hardware is equipped with a login password unit, and the
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security compressive strength and related software and
hardware characteristics are regularly evaluated by au-
thoritative experts to ensure its security factor. Table 1 shows

a method of substation monitoring information acceptance
operation visualization based on source maintenance
technology.
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Figure 6: Dong Jin LOT intelligent terminal security solution.
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4. General Security Prevention Technology of
Power Monitoring System under Multimode
Optical Fiber Multimedia Data

According to the detailed regulations of the SGC “Technical
Specifcation for Intelligent Substation”, when selecting
sensors for intelligent substations, factors such as in-
formation content, communication, operation, and cutting-
edge intelligent technology should be considered, and real-
time panoramic inspection should be completed using in-
telligent device parameters and standardized services as the

platform. Since its inception, the distribution station needs
to maintain stability, improve asset utilization, and reduce
human impact to achieve the goal of safe operation of the
power grid. Te meaning of this goal includes stability,
rationality, compatibility, subjectivity, interactivity, and
fexibility, as well as technical characteristics such as device
intelligence, data exchange standardization, relatively high
system software integration, operation control automation
technology, and harmonious maintenance and operation
[13]. When planning the smart substation control network,
ensuring the best performance of the Internet is the main
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Figure 10: Network security issues.
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Figure 11: Production method of a box-type substation monitoring system.

Table 1: A method of substation monitoring information acceptance operation visualization based on source maintenance technology.

S1

Te source-side maintenance imitation Allah station establishes a network
communication connection with the substation motion device and automatically
reads the motion terminal information to the substation motion device through the

network interface

S2
Te simulation scheduling system sends information retrieval instructions to the
substation motion device, respectively, and the downstream control instructions are

transmitted

S3 Te monitoring center integrates the channel information of each imitation Allah
station in one interface through the master intelligent simulation server
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reference standard, but the network design scheme lacks the
safety factor. Under the premise of smart substation network
security risk analysis, its safety prevention requirements are
analyzed, so as to introduce the creation method of smart
substation protection system. Te most typical security
technology mainly includes frewall technology, intrusion
detection technology, malicious code security protection,
passive security improvement technology, grade protection
evaluation, and risk evaluation technology. Table 2 shows the
integrated power monitoring functions.

4.1. Firewall Technology of Power Monitoring System in
Multimode Optical Fiber Multimedia Data. Firewall is
a network security product built between two diferent
network virtualization products. According to the defned
access control strategy, all dual data fow needs to pass
through the frewall, and only the approved reasonable and
legitimate data information can pass through the frewall
[14]. Its main function is the key management.

In the specifc cyberspace, there are two main ways of
deploying a frewall. One solution is to equip the connection
point of internal network and external network address with
frewall, internal network and external network address
router series, which is used to regularly check whether the
data fle to network address is guaranteed by the network
server frewall in front of the network system. Te other
solution is to join the network convergence switch and
network service switch, and incorporate the operation of
network consumers into the management of network server,
software systems and network client servers [15]. Table 3
shows the adaptive security protection system technology
method based on computable big data information network.

4.2. Intrusion Detection Technology of Electric Power Moni-
toring System in Multimodal Multimedia Data. Intrusion
detection technology is to collect research information from
several key links of the Internet or computing system to
ensure that there are no security violations or attack signs in
the Internet or system software. Intrusion detection tech-
nology is a dynamic detection service technology. Once
a hacker attack is found, alarmmessages will be sent and can
be used with a frewall to block the hacker attack.

Te actual line resistance is

R � R20 + Rt + Rt. (2)

4.3. Prevention ofMalicious Code of PowerMonitoring System
in Multimodal Multimedia Data. Te most common mali-
cious code supply precautions include the following.

Terminal Equipment FAQ. Make emergency starter disks
and brand-new emergency patch disks; computer applica-
tions with the original anti-malicious programmust be fxed
immediately for vulnerabilities.

Te loss of multiple outlet lines (or only one outlet line,
with multiple large branches at the exit) is calculated.

With them outgoing line, the load current of each circuit
is I1, I2, . . ., Im.

Total current of platform area:

I � I1 + I2 . . . + Im. (3)

Te equivalent resistance per route loss is Re1, Re2,
. . ., Rem.

Multiline loss is calculated:

∆P � ∆P1 + ∆P2 + . . . + ∆Pm

� 3(I21Re1 + I22Re2 + . . . + I2mRem).
(4)

If each outgoing line structure is the same,

I1 � I2 � . . . � Im,

Re1 � Re2 � . . . � Rem.
(5)

Network Server Security Protection. Build an efcient
malicious code protection system to turn of the unused port
number and share the port number on the server and im-
mediately install the hotfx process on the server by using the
unknown mobile phone software or the original anti-
malicious program without using the U disk.

Internet Security Protection. Te installation and assembly of
frewalls prohibit using waste network ports.

4.4. Passive Safety Structure Reinforcement Technology of
Power Monitoring System under Multimodal Multimedia
Data. Te safety factor improvement is mainly for com-
puter equipment, computer operating system or software
system, and relational database. Create a security state at the
power monitoring system transmission and server layers.
According to the basic theory of multimode optical fber
multimedia data research and overall objective retrieval, the
experimental method is selected to discuss the passive safety
structure reinforcement system technology of multimodal
multimedia data. Research has shown that compared to
multimedia systems such as photos and videos, secure re-
inforcement operations are more secure and reliable. By
manually or using specifc safety reinforcement tools, safety
and reliability are more intelligently ensured during safety
reinforcement operations [16]. Te basic requirement of
improving the security of the power monitoring system is to
open to the public the minimum service, set the minimum
management authority, and improve more fnancial audits.
Te line current is I, line resistance is R, line resistance is X,
the voltage at the beginning and end of the line isU1 andU2,
respectively, and the power factor of the load is cos.

Loss of voltage:

∆U � ∆U1 − ∆U2. (7)

4.5. Power Monitoring System Level Maintenance and As-
sessment and Risk Assessment in Multimodal Multimedia
System Information. Te grade protection evaluation and
evaluation of the power monitoring system is the theme
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activity of testing and evaluating the grade protection
evaluation of the power monitoring system according to the
relevant rules, regulations, and standards and norms of the
state and the power enterprises. Risk assessment is protected
by information security level, and the relevant theme ac-
tivities of risk assessment are included in the diferent stages
of security level protection identifcation of electric power
monitoring system [17].

5. Overall Solution of Substation Intelligent
Auxiliary Supervision

Te platform is based on the substation intelligent auxiliary
monitoring and management platform to complete the
information collection and the overall planning role of the
station end. Video surveillance system includes basic video
supervision, intelligent video monitoring, and infrared
thermal imager supervision. Dynamic ring detection system
is based on the intelligent socket equipment and can collect
the information of environmental protection monitoring,
intelligent security, fre alarm system, intelligent control
system, access control system, and other subsystems [18].

5.1. Real-Time Detection. Choose high-quality surveillance
camera, with anti-pollution, moisture-proof, and other
functions. Immediately obtain clear monitoring images in
the monitoring area. Diferent kinds of comprehensive
surveillance cameras can meet the regulatory market de-
mand of each kind of local monitoring equipment, estab-
lishing 24 hours of uninterrupted supervision. In addition, it
can also carry out the actual operation of a Yuntai device,
adjust the angle, direction, and lens focal length, and
complete the multidirectional, multiangle, and 360-degree
all-day supervision.

5.2. Videos and Retrieval. Te previous digital audio is ap-
plicable to the quick query according to the intelligent mon-
itoring, which connects the event to the video control part to
store data to meet the storage market demand after the evi-
dence investigation; the previous video search is according to
the regional intrusion and cross detection. You can set your
own intelligent standards, to ensure quick query in the
broadcast video link. Video search is available for choice [19].

5.3. Data Analysis System. Te equipment status in the
substation is observed through intelligent image detection
and structured analysis, and the instrument panel reading

value, disconnector status, intermittent circuit breaker
power switch indicator status and control box marking
status are identifed [20]. If the copy exceeds the limit,
warning can be issued, and the identifcation conclusion can
be uploaded to the information integration platform
through the DL/T860 agreement.

6. Conclusion

Tis study describes the application analysis of multimodal
multimedia data. In this paper, the rich and colorful mul-
timedia data are combined with the target research of the
power distribution station and the monitoring system, and
they are used in the relevant research of the supervision
system platform to deepen the cognition of the multimedia
information richness. Te substation distribution moni-
toring system is dominated by electronic information
technology, data communication, and resource sharing. Te
implementation of the video monitoring system of sub-
station automation technology also plays a decisive role in
the safe and stable operation of the system, the quality and
quality of power supply, and the reduction of maintenance
costs. However, there are many problems such as Internet,
communication, interference signal, and system stability in
the specifc application. With the comprehensive operation
in the future, there will be an uncommon phenomenon,
waiting for analysis and processing. Tis requires people to
improve the operation and maintenance of personnel and
monitoring system equipment in daily work, so that the
necessity of supervising the maintenance and management
of the equipment is the same as the maintenance and
management of all power distribution equipment in the
substation. In particular, the management method of remote
real-time monitoring machine should be strengthened.
Supervision plays an important role in the operation and
management of equipment. We are committed to discussing
the construction of a bridge betweenmultimedia test and big
data solutions within the original framework of big data
technology. Its application in multimedia analysis, the
current advantages and limitations of the current way, and
the hidden future direction of multimedia data analysis are
discussed. In general, the network information security of
smart substation in the smart grid is related to the devel-
opment of smart substation. Promoting the establishment of
smart substation network communication is benefcial to the
development of smart substation and completing the high-
speed, safe, and reliable development of smart grid, so as to
achieve China’s social and economic development of high
efciency, stability, and long-term sustainability. Tere are
also some drawbacks in this study. First, the presentation is
the application and monitoring system in the intelligent
terminal. Future research can choose more product cate-
gories and even the diferences in happy functional new
products. Second, we have paid attention to the diference
between multimedia information and intelligent terminals
and whether the multimedia information is similar to the
intelligent terminal power monitoring system. Multimode
multimedia system information can be expressed in ad-
vertising, professional knowledge information, and other

Table 3: Te technical method of adaptive security protection
system based on computable big data information network.

1 Trust-based dataset storage module
2 Trust-based data transfer module
3 Risk analysis feedback module
4 Risk monitoring module
5 Risk assessment module
6 Security defense module
7 Alert module
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more ways, which has not been considered in the article. In
future studies, the monitoring safety design can be further
improved. In the future, it can be further analyzed and
discussed in this aspect.
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